Intensive research in the field of mathematical modeling of hydraulic servo systems has shown that their mathematical models have many important details which cannot be included in the model. Due to impossibility of direct measurement or calculation of dimensions of certain components, leakage coefficients or friction coefficients, it was supposed that parameters of the hydraulic servo system are random (stochastic nature). On the other side, it has been well known that the hydraulic servo cylinder can be approximated by a linear model with time-varying parameters. An estimation of states and time-varying parameters of linear state space models is of practical importance for fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control. Previous works on this topic consider estimation in Gaussian noise environment, but not in the presence of outliers. The known fact is that the measurements have inconsistent observations with the largest part of the observation population (outliers). They can significantly make worse the properties of linearly recursive algorithms which are designed to work in the presence of Gaussian noises. This paper proposes the strategy of parameter-state robust estimation of linear state space models in presence of non-Gaussian noises. The case of robust estimation of states and parameters of linear systems with parameter faults is considered. Because of its good features in robust filtering, the extended Masreliez-Martin filter represents a cornerstone for realization of the robust algorithm. The good features of the proposed robust algorithm to identification of the hydraulic servo cylinder are illustrated by intensive simulations.
Introduction
HE performance of hydraulic systems strongly depends on the control valve and spool geometry and their manufacturing tolerances. Without a proper model, accurate nonlinear analysis of hydraulic system performance is not possible. It is well known that it is very difficult to determine a large number of physical parameters which are an integral part of complex systems. Despite the fact that many system parameters are available with some reasonable accuracy, a large number of parameters are known within a certain range, while some parameters are entirely unknown because manufacturers consider these data as proprietary information.
For example, precise determination of system parameters such as dimensions of certain components, leakage coefficients, friction coefficients, as well as static and dynamic friction forces due to impossibility of direct measurement or calculation causes great difficulty in control of servo actuators [1] . More precise knowledge of the system parameters increases the model quality, which causes better control performances. Hence, states filtering as well as parameters estimation can be key factors for performances, stability and accuracy of the systems.
Since Rudolf Kalman published his famous paper [2] , the Kalman filter (KF) has become the basis of many estimation processes in different application areas. In recent years, KF has encountered renewed interest, due to an increasing range of applications [3, 4] . Precise knowledge of the system parameters and states is crucial for successful realization of many control techniques. Many modern engineering applications such as autonomous vehicles [5] , strain prediction for fatigue [6] or robotic manipulation tasks [7] require real-time Kalman filtering framework with linear models.
It is usually too expensive to measure directly the system states. Self-applied state estimation methods assume that the system parameters are constant. In the real world, these parameters always change (e.g. friction coefficients, temperature, pressure, or flow). The states estimation procedure with constant parameters will result in large errors when changing parameters. It is also known that the dynamic behavior of complex systems is usually described by a linear stochastic state space model with time-varying parameters [8, 9] . Therefore, methods by which parameter and state estimation can be obtained at the same time are required. A significant number of papers have been published on the theme of the Kalman filter application for parameters estimation of dynamic systems. One of the first papers which deals with this topic is [10] . The convergence analysis of the extended Kalman filter for parameters estimation was analyzed in [11] . Estimation of states and parameters using the Kalman filters is widespread [12] [13] [14] . Estimation of states and time-varying parameters is of great practical importance for fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control. One of the biggest challenges in the design of flight control systems is a requirement for the flight of the aircraft to recover safely from structural damage and/or system faults. Regardless of whether the aircraft is equipped with a special control reconfiguration T capability, reliable fault diagnostic information are extremely important to the pilot. The main challenge is the detection and isolation of incipient faults in the presence of modeling uncertainty and noise [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The problem of joint estimation in dynamic systems has been intensively studied and the basic estimation techniques are well established but, because of the complex nature of dynamic systems, the application of techniques to these problems is not straightforward. These methods are quite popular. Inclusion of unknown parameters in the state vector allows easy implementation of the estimation algorithm, because the problem of parameters estimation in this case is solved using the standard filtering theory. In this way, a good joint estimation technique was obtained. Also, thus derived recursive estimation algorithm enables both offline and online realization.
On the other side, there is no such solution available for linear systems in the presence of non-Gaussian measurements. Because of that, in this paper, it is assumed that the measurement noise is non-Gaussian. Justification of this approach was confirmed in practice [16] . Namely, the known fact is that the measurements have inconsistent observations with the largest part of the observation population (outliers). Their presence can destroy the good features of linearly recursive algorithms which are designed for estimation in the presence of Gaussian noises. Therefore, it is very important to design a robust algorithm which would be a little sensitive to outliers. Huber's theory of robust statistics is crucial for the algorithm design whose robustness is achieved by introducing a nonlinear transformation of prediction error (Huber's function) [17, 18] .
The Masreliez-Martin filter is a frame for realization of the proposed algorithm. It is considered the case when the process noise has a Gaussian distribution, and the measurement noise has a non-Gaussian distribution. Some heuristic modifications have been made in order to improve features of the robust filters. Namely, in a posteriori filter matrix, Fisher information has been replaced with a derivative of Huber's function. The benefits of such modified filters have been shown in [19] . Because of its good properties in robust filtering, the modified extended Masreliez-Martin filter represents a cornerstone for realization of the robust algorithm for state-parameter estimation of linear time-varying stochastic systems in the presence of non-Gaussian noises.
Considering the unknown parameters of the dynamic system, for the purpose of pursuing accuracy robust estimation, this paper proposes two kinds of strategies to estimate the state and parameter jointly. The state estimation and parameter identification are united by the joint parameter and state estimation. It is completely natural to put unknown, generally time-varying, parameters in the vector of states, after which the problem is reduced to the classic filtering problem. This paper considers linear state space systems with parameter faults. In that case, in order to obtain the robust algorithm for estimation of states and parameters, we shall consequently face with a general nonlinear filtering problem. Conventionally, state-parameter robust estimation problem in such systems is based on extended Kalman filter.
The good features of the proposed robust algorithm are illustrated through intensive simulations.
A state space model of the hydraulic servo cylinder
A schematic view of the hydraulic cylinder with connected four-way spool valve is shown on Fig.1 . The load can be seen as summing effects of inertia which comes from the total piston mass t m , friction forces f F , spring load forces e K y , and disturbance forces ext F . The spool valve displacement is denoted as v x . Pressures a p and b p denote the forward and the return pressure, respectively, the corresponding flows are a q and b q , y is the piston displacement, e K denotes the load spring gradient, S p is the supply pressure, and 0 p is the tank pressure. The total mass of the piston t m includes the mass of piston rod p m and the mass of the load m referred to the piston. The area ratio of the asymmetric piston is b a A A   , in which a A is the effective area of the head side of the piston, and b
A is the effective area of the rod side of the piston, see Fig.1 .
Applying the Newton's second law to the forces on the piston, the resulting force equation is:
Pressure dynamics in cylinder chambers
Applying the continuity equation to each of the cylinder chambers yields:
where e  is the bulk modulus of the fluid, Li q and Le q denote the internal leakage flow and the external leakage flow, respectively. The internal leakage flow can be calculated by:
where Li c is the internal leakage flow coefficient. External leakage (leakage from each cylinder chamber to case drain or to tank) is usually neglected, 0
The total fluid volumes of two cylinder sides, a V and b V , are given as:
where L is the piston stroke and 0 a V and 0 b V represent initial chamber volumes. Equations (2) and (3) can be rearranged to yield the pressure dynamics equations
Valve flow equations
The flow through the -th valve orifice svi q is described by next relation, which takes the direction of the pressure drop into account:
Discharge coefficients of valve orifices 0 vi c  , 1, 2, 3, 4 i  represent valve constants, which will be equal if all orifices are identical. Consider the four-way spool valve as shown in The corresponding flow equations for two valve chambers can be written as:
If state variables and input variables are defined as
then a completely nonlinear model of the hydraulic system, can be expressed in a state-space form as: 
It is now more convenient to define the pressure drop across the load, or simply the load:
which can be seen as the "virtual" pressure required to counterbalance the friction and load forces. Finally, after linearization of nonlinear equations (15), using previous notation which allows us to present the hydraulic servo system in more compact form, with new state
, the discrete time state-space description of the reduced order can be obtained in more compact form, see [20] : 
Further, the coefficients Qp K , Qx K and p x K are referred to as valve sensitivity coefficients and are extremely important in determining stability, frequency response, and other dynamic characteristics [20] : the flow gain, Qx K , directly affects the open loop gain constant in a system and, therefore, has a direct influence on system stability. The flow-pressure coefficient, Qp K , directly affects the damping ratio of valvecylinder combinations. The pressure sensitivity of valves, p x K , is quite large, which accounts for the ability of valvecylinder combinations to breakaway large friction loads with little error.
Robust estimation algorithm of linear systems with parameter faults
In this paper, we consider state-space systems with timevarying parameters in the following form:
are unknown state and parameter vectors, respectively. From a practical point of view, it is unreasonable to make assumptions about the fault characteristics and not to consider these as unknown time functions. The general form of parameters changing of the stochastic linear system is defined as follows:
in which G is a priori known nonsingular matrix which is convenient for inclusion of a priori information on the phenomenon which is identified. The stochastic process ( ) k  is zero-mean white noise whose covariance matrix ( ) k  has the form: In some cases, the fault (k) p f could be expressed as a change in the system parameter, for example a change in the th i row and th j column element of the matrix A , the system can then be described as (19) (20) , see Fig.3 . This approach is based on the assumption that the faults are reflected in the physical system parameters such as friction, mass, viscosity, resistance, inductance, capacitance, etc. As indicated, the linear state space model is often specified up to the value of some parameters ( ) k  . Since matrices A, B and D are dependent of parameters ( ) k  and due to multiplying with state vector ( ) x k , the system (19, 20) is nonlinear. Hence, to obtain the parameter estimation recursively, we shall consequently face with a general nonlinear filtering problem.
Our goal is to derive the robust algorithm for state and parameter estimation of stochastic linear systems in the presence of outliers which maintains a low sensitivity in appearance of outliers. Using the joint state-parameter formulation, a unified estimation of states and parameters has been achieved. It is completely natural to put the parameters in the vector of states, after which the problem is reduced to the classic filtering problem of k th  order unified system (where k n p   , in which n is a number of estimated states and p is a number of estimated parameters).
The robust extended Kalman filter can be used to estimate states and parameters of linear stochastic systems, after the joint state-parameter formulation:
The extended system is given in a more compact form: 
Based on extended robust filter which is proposed in [19] , the robust algorithm for states-parameters estimation of system (25, 26) has the following form:
Initial conditions are: 0 0 z  and 0 0 0
Here ˆ( ) z k is the estimate of extended state vector, and generally, ( ) P k denotes the filter covariance matrix
In order to fulfill the conditions of symmetry of certain probability densities and conditions for marginal probabilities, the transformation ( ) T k has been included in the residual [18] .
For the class of ε-contaminated distributions of probabilities, the nonlinear transformation of prediction error ( )   (Huber's function), is obtained using game theory in statistics [17]   ( ( )) min ( ), sgn( ( )) k k k k       (37) and its derivative:
in which k  is an appropriately defined parameter of Huber's function, see Fig.4 .
The following relation determines the relationship between the contamination degree  and the parameter k  of Huber's function [17] It can be shown that the mathematical expectation and the covariance matrix of transformed
Therefore, in case that transformation ( ) T k is:
the covariance matrix of the transformed residuals will be I . The following block structure of the matrix gain and covariance matrices is in accordance with the joint stateparameter formulation (24):
and
Keeping this in mind, estimates of a priori and a posteriori extended state vectors, relations (28) and (32), are given by the following relations:
Now, it is easy to express the estimates of the state and parameter vectors:
In this way, the robust algorithm for the states-parameters estimation of linear stochastic systems with parameter faults, has been derived.
Simulation results
Determination of exact state and parameter values of the valve-controlled hydraulic cylinder is a basic prerequisite for a high-quality synthesis of control algorithms and an adequate choice of controller parameters. This causes energy savings in processes of production, transportation, and energy consumption, and in special, in energy and working machines.
Adopted are parameters for static friction. The detailed analysis for the influences of friction forces can be found in [20] .
Since the linear state space system with parameter faults is considered, we need to apply the extended Kalman filter based algorithm. Following results demonstrate superiority of the proposed robust estimation algorithm in the presence of non-Gaussian noises in relation to the estimation algorithms based on widely-used extended Kalman filter and extended Masreliez-Martin filter. Behavior of the algorithm will be considered on: 10 0 0 (k) 0 3 10 0 0 0 2 10
The covariance matrix of parameters has the form: 
The non-Gaussian distribution of the measured noise is given by 
For the purpose of illustrating estimation quality, mean square error (MSE) is used as follows: The presented results have shown that the widely-used extended Kalman filter (EKF) is very sensitive to the presence of non-Gaussian noises, as opposed to the proposed robust estimation algorithm. In order to show robustness of the proposed robust estimation algorithm for systems with parameter faults in relation to other conventional and widelyused estimation algorithms as well as some modern filters, the algorithms are run 50 times independently, for different contamination degrees. Furthermore, it is particularly important to note that the proposed robust estimation algorithm for systems with parameter faults (REA) keeps high performances in relation to joint estimation algorithms based on modern filters such as particle filter (PF). Table 1 provides statistical data based on 1000 iterations. From Table 1 , it can be seen that the worst results obtained by the proposed robust algorithm is even better than the best result obtained by others, at a certain contamination degree. Furthermore, from Table 1 , it can be clearly seen that the superiority of the proposed robust algorithm is greater in higher degrees of contamination.
Conclusions
An application of the proposed robust algorithm to identification of hydraulic servo cylinders is considered. Namely, due to impossibility of direct measurement or calculation of dimensions of certain components, leakage coefficients or friction coefficients, it was supposed that parameters of the hydraulic servo system are stochastic. Change of parameters of the model was described by random walk. Because nonlinear models can be approximated by a linear model with time-varying parameters, the nonlinear model of the hydraulic cylinder was approximated with timevarying linear model. For this purpose, the state and parameter robust estimation algorithm in presence of non-Gaussian noises has been proposed. Since the system is described with a stochastic model with variable parameters, robust Kalman filters were the natural frame for identification. Because of their good features in robust filtering, the modified extended Masreliez-Martin filter was used as a basis in formulating the joint robust estimator of linear stochastic systems. The benefits of the proposed robust algorithm were illustrated through intensive simulations.
